NOTE: 1. See detail for proper edge treatment for proper edge metal/gutter joint treatment guidelines.

2. REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS DETAILED IN CURATIVE SPALL SPECIFICATIONS AND THE TERA PRO ROOF SYSTEM INSTALLATION GUIDE SHALL APPLY IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE DRAWING.

NOTES: 1. Refer to SPS Po算DAJuction Guidelines for proper spall treatment of all materials prior to application of Tera Pro Materials.

TERAPRO (REINFORCED) - CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

METAL FLANGE (Prepare flange, set in METAL FLANGE & fasten @ 6" c/c)

TERAPRO FIELD MEMBRANE

TERAPRO FLASHING MEMBRANE

FULLY ADHESIVE

ETERNA BOND WEBSAL

INSTALL CONTINUOUS STRIP AT EDGE OVER PREPARED SUBSTRATE

PREPARE & PRIME WITH PRO PRIMER 1

CONCRETE DECK

COVER PLATE

SEE NOTE

(sections between nuterl)